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1. A 0 to 6 counter consists of three flip-

flops and a combination circuit of two

input gate(s). The combination circuit

consists of

(A) one AND gate

(B) one OR gate

(C) one AND gate and one OR gate

(D) two AND gates

2. What is the frequency of the capacitor ripple

voltage in a full-wave rectifier circuit if the

frequency of the transformer secondary

voltage is 50 Hz?

(A) 60 Hz

(B) 50 Hz

(C) 100 Hz

(D) 25 Hz

3. The peak value of the input to a half wave

rectifier is 10 V. The approximate peak

value of the output will be

(A) 10 V

(B) 3.18 V

(C) 10.7 V

(D) 9.3 V
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4. If a differential amplifier having an open

loop gain of 80 dB is fed with 2 mV dc at

its non-inverting input and 1.9 mV dc at the

inverting input, then the output will be

(A) 1 V dc

(B) –1 V dc

(C) 0 V dc

(D) 80 mV dc

5. A music player delivers 200 mW to

headphones. What is this output power in

dBm?

(A) 7

(B) 23

(C) 20

(D) 200

6. In CRO the time base generator generates a

sawtooth voltage waveform and applies it

between

(A) vertical deflection plates

(B) horizontal deflection plates

(C) electron gun

(D) positive and negative terminals

7. An ideal regulated power supply is one

which has voltage regulation of

(A) 0%

(B) 5%

(C) 10%

(D) 1%
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8. A 20 mv, 1 mA d'Arsanal movement is

used in an ammeter whose full-scale reading

is 10 mA. Determine R
A

(A)  2.222 

(B)  6.667 

(C)  5.92 

(D)  3.333 

9. A 1 mW video signal having a bandwidth

of 100 MHz is transmitted to a receiver

through a cable that has 40 dB loss. If the

effective one-sided noise spectral density at

the receiver is 1020 W/Hz, then the signal-

to-noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver is

(A) 50 dB

(B) 40 dB

(C) 30 dB

(D) 60 dB

10. A wave is modulated by two sine waves

having modulation indices of 0.3 and 0.5.

Find the total modulation index?

(A) 0.1

(B) 0.7

(C) 0.58

(D) 0.35

11. For a BJT, I
C
 = 5 mA, I

B
 = 50 A and

I
CBO

 = 0.5 A, The value of I
C
  is

(A)  2.4 mA

(B)  2.77 mA

(C)  2.34 mA

(D)  1.97 mA

12. During measurement of Phase Angle

between two sine wave signals, if figure on

the CRO screen is a circle the phase

difference between the signals is

(A) 180 degree

(B) 90 degree

(C) 270 degree

(D) 360 degree

13. If the temperature of and extrinsic

semiconductor is increased so that the

intrinsic carrier concentration is doubled,

then

(A) the majority carrier density doubles

(B) the minority carrier density is doubles

(C) the minority carrier density becomes

4 times the original value

(D) both majority and minority carrier

densities double
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14. A common emitter amplifier is designed

with NPN transistor with alpha = 0.99, the

input impedance is 1 Kohm and load is

10 Kohm. The voltage gain will be

(A) 9.9

(B) 99

(C) 990

(D) 9900

15. If the operating point of an NPN transistor

amplifier is selected in saturation region,

it is likely to result in

(A) thermal runway of transistor

(B) clipping of output in the positive half

of the input signal

(C) need for high DC collector supply

(D) clipping of output in the negative half

of the input signal

16. In a common emitter amplifier output

resistance is 5000 ohm and input resistance

is 2000 ohm. If the peak value of signal

voltage is 10 mV and B = 50, the peak

value of voltage output is

(A) 5 × 10–6 V

(B) 2.5 × 10– 4 V

(C) 1.25 V

(D) 125 V

17. A Schmitt trigger circuit achieves hysteresis

by utilising

(A) The magnetic property of transformer

core

(B) Avalanche multiplication in a Zener

diode

(C) Barkhausen principle

(D) Regenerative positive feedback

18. In a Digital to Analog converter made with

binary weighted resistors, it is difficult to

maintain high accuracy as the number of

bits increases because

(A) As the resistance values of the most

significant bits become larger spread,

the circuit takes long time to settle

(B) Obtaining stable, precise resistors with

the large spread in their values is very

difficult

(C) The LSB resistance consumes to much

of current and power

(D) The finite gain of the op-amp increases

inaccuracies

19. Compared to a dynamic MOS shift register,

a static shift register .........

(A) consumes more power and stores data

indefinitely

(B) is faster and consumes more data

(C) consumes less power and occupies less

area

(D) occupies more chip area and saves data

for a shorter time
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20. A ripple counter made with j-k Flip-flops

can be made to count down, rather than

up, by

(A) consuming the Q  output to the input

of the next stage, rather than Q output

(B) making the output transition to the

rising, rather than the falling edge of

the clock

(C) designing a logic circuit and inverts

the output of the counter

(D) finding of the two's complement of

the output

21. Number of half- and full-adders required to

construct a 64-bit binary adder would be

(A) 1 half-adder and 63 full-adder

(B) 64 full-adder

(C) 64 half-adder

(D) 1 full-adder and 63 half-adder

22. A 10 kHz clock signal having a duty cycle

of 25% is used to clock a three-bit binary

ripple counter, what will be the frequency

and duty cycle of true output of the MSB

flip-flop

(A) 1.23 kHz, 25%

(B) 3.33 kHz, 50%

(C) 3.33 kHz, 25%

(D) 1.25 kHz, 50%

23. A control system is describes by a

differential equation dy/dt = x, the

system is

(A) Stable

(B) Unstable

(C) Marginally stable

(D) None of these

24. The stability of a control system can be

determined from one of the following

response

(A) Impulse response

(B) Step response

(C) Ramp response

(D) Steady- state response

25. A superhetrodyne receiver is to operate in

the frequency range 550 kHz to 1650 kHz,

with the intermediate frequency of 450 kHz,

let R = c
max

/c
min

 denote the required

capacitance ratio of the local oscillator and

I denote the image frequency (in kHz) of

the incoming signal. If the receiver is turned

to 700 kHz, then

(A) R = 4.41, I = 1600

(B) R = 2.10, I = 1150

(C) R = 3.0, I = 1600

(D) R = 9.0, I = 1150
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26. An AM signal is dedicated using an

envelope detector. The carrier frequency and

modulating signal frequency are 1 MHz

and kHz, respectively. An appropriate

value for the time constant of the envelope

detector is

(A) 500 microsecond

(B) 20 microsecond

(C) 0.2 microsecond

(D) 1 microsecond

27. Two sinusoidal signals of same amplitude

and frequencies 10 kHz and 10.1 kHz are

added together. The combined signal is given

to an ideal frequency detector. The output

of the detector is

(A) 0.1 kHz sinusoid

(B) 20.1 kHz sinusoid

(C) A linear function of time

(D) A constant

28. A device with input x(t) and output y(t)

is characterized by y(t) = x2(t). An FM signal

with frequency deviation of 90 kHz and

modulating signal bandwidth of 5 kHz is

applied to this device. The bandwidth of

the output singal is

(A) 370 kHz

(B) 190 kHz

(C) 380 kHz

(D) 95 kHz

29. A signal contains only two frequency

components (3 kHz and 6 kHz) is sampled

at the rate of 8 kHz, and then passed through

a low pass filter with a cut-off frequency of

8 kHz. the filter output

(A) is an undistorted version of the original

signal

(B) contains only 3 kHz component

(C) contains the 3 kHz component and a

spurious component of 2 kHz

(D) contains both the component of the

original signal and spurious component

of 2 kHz and 5 kHz

30. The current gain of a bipolar transistor

drops at a high frequency because of

(A) transistor capacitance

(B) high current effect in base

(C) parasitic inductive elements

(D) the early effect

31. An amplifier has a single-pole high-

frequency transistor functions. The rise time

of its output response to step input is 35 ns.

The upper -3-dB frequency (in MHz) for

the amplifier to a sinusoidal input is

approximately at

(A) 4.33

(B) 10

(C) 20

(D) 28.6
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32. Two rectangular waveform of duration

T
1
 and T

2
 seconds are convolved. What is

the shape of the resulting waveform?

(A) Triangular

(B) Rectangular

(C) Trapezoidal

(D) Semi-circular

33. A signal represented by

X(t) = 5 cos 400 t

Is sampled at a rate 300 sample/s. The

resulting samples are passed through an ideal

low pass filter of cut-off frequency 150 Hz.

Which of the following will be contained in

the output of the LPF?

(A) 100 Hz

(B) 100 Hz, 150 Hz

(C) 50 Hz 100 Hz

(D) 50 Hz, 100 Hz, 150 Hz

34. A second-order system is critically damped

when the roots of its characteristics

equation are

(A) negative, real and unequal

(B) complex  conjugates

(C) negative, real and equal

(D) positive, real and equal

35. The Fourier transform of a function is

equal to its two-sided Laplace transform

evaluated

(A) on the real axis of the S-plane

(B) on the imaginary axis of the S-plane

(C) on the imaginary axis of the S-plane

(D) on a line parallel to the imaginary axis

of the S-plane

36. In the 8086 instruction ADD, DX, [BX]

[CL], the addressing mode of source

operand is

(A) register

(B) register indirect

(C) based indexed

(D) direct

37. For an AM signal, the bandwidth is 10 kHz

and the highest frequency component present

is 705 kHz. The carrier frequency used for

this AM signal is

(A)  695 kHz

(B) 700 kHz

(C) 705 kHz

(D) 710 kHz
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38. A sinusoidal signal with peak-to-peak

amplitude of 1.536 V is quantized into

128 levels using a mid-rise uniform

quantizer. The quantization-noise power is

(A) 0.768 V

(B) 48 * 10–6 V2

(C)  12 * 10–6 V2

(D)  3.072 V

39. Which of the following instruction is used

to jump anywhere from 0000 to FFFF

memory location in microcontroller 8051?

(A) ACALL

(B) LCALL

(C) LJMP

(D) SJMP

40. If a 24 MHz Oscillator is used in 8051

microcontrollers, the time taken for Timer

to make one increment

(A) 1 microsecond

(B) 0.24 microsecond

(C) 2 microsecond

(D) 0.5 microsecond

41. Which of the following has an asynchronous

data transmission?

(A) SPI

(B) RS232

(C) Parallel port

(D) I2C

42. Why is the speed accessibility of external

data memory slower than internal on-chip

RAM?

(A) Due to multiplexing of lower order

byte of address-data bus

(B) Due to multiplexing of higher order

byte of address-data bus

(C) Due to demultiplexing of lower order

byte of address-data bus

(D) Due to demultiplexing of higher order

byte of address-data bus

43. Which general purpose register holds eight

bit divisor and store the remainder especially

after the execution of division operation in

microcontroller 8051?

(A) A-Register

(B) B-Register

(C) Registers R0 through R7

(D) Flag register
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44. In a Dual Trace Oscilloscope After pre-

amplification the signals are fed into

(A) an electronic switch

(B) a signal generator

(C) a rectifier

(D) a regulator

45. Which technique of a Dual Trace

Oscilloscope maintains the phase between

the signals?

(A) Analog mode

(B) Mixed mode

(C) Chop mode

(D) Alternate mode

46. In CRT during fly back period

(A) voltage is very high

(B) current is very low

(C) voltage is zero

(D) current is very high

47. If the upregulated voltage increases by

20%, the power dissipation across the

transistor Q
1

(A) increases by 20%

(B) increases by 50%

(C) remains unchanged

(D) decreases by 20%

48. The range of signed decimal numbers that

can be represented by six-bit 1's complement

number is

(A) –31 to +34

(B) –63 to +63

(C) –64 to +63

(D) –32 to +31

49. The figure-of-merit of a logic family is often

measured in the units of

(A) nanoseconds

(B) microwatts

(C) picojoules

(D) megahertz

50. In an 8085 microprocessor, the instruction

CMP B has been executed while the

content of the accumulator is less than that

of register B, As a result

(A) carry flag will be set but zero flag will

be reset

(B) carry flag will be reset but zero flag

will be set

(C) both carry flag and zero flag will be

reset

(D) both carry flag and zero flag will be

set
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